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Bridge Engineering Handbook: Superstructure Design - CRC Press Book Over experts, 14 countries, and 89 chapters
are represented in the second edition of the Bridge Engineering Handbook. This extensive collection highlights bridge
engineering specimens from around the world, contains detailed information on bridge engineering, and thoroughly.

All bridges are useful for transportation, commerce, and war. Bridges are necessary for civilization to exist,
and many bridges are beautiful. A few have become the symbols of the best, noblest, and most beautiful that
mankind has achieved. The secrets of the design and construction of the ancient bridges have been lost, but
how could one not marvel at the magnificence, for example, of the Roman viaducts? The iconic bridge
symbols of modern cities were in place: Louis, and the bridges of Paris, Lisbon, and the bridges on the Rhine
and the Danube. Budapest, my birthplace, had seven beautiful bridges across the Danube. Bridge engineering
had reached its golden age, and what more and better could be attained than that which was already achieved?
All seven bridges of Budapest were blown apart by January Bridge engineers after the war were suddenly
forced to start to rebuild with scant resources and with open minds. It just keeps going! The purpose of the
Bridge Engineering Handbook is to bring much of this knowledge and experience to the bridge engineering
community of the world. The editors have convinced experts from many parts of the world to contribute their
knowledge and to share the secrets of their successful and unsuccessful experiences. Despite all that is known,
there are still failures: But bridge engineers learn from failures, and even errors help to foster progress. The
Bridge Engineering Handbook, second edition consists of five books: Seismic events require that a bridge
sustain repeated dynamic load cycles without functional failure because it must be part of the postearthquake
lifeline for the affected area. The enduring result will be a safer and more cost effective family of bridges and
bridge systems. I thank them for their effort, and I also thank the contributors. We have also built up a large
file of ideas based on our own experiences. With the aid of all this information, we have completely revised
and updated the handbook. In writing this Preface to the Second Edition, we assume readers have read the
original Preface. Following its tradition, the second edition handbook stresses professional applications and
practical solutions; describes the basic concepts and assumptions omitting the derivations of formulas and
theories; emphasizes seismic design, rehabilitation, retrofit and maintenance; covers traditional and new,
innovative practices; provides over tables, charts, and illustrations in ready-to-use format and an abundance of
worked-out examples giving readers stepby-step design procedures. The most significant changes in this
second edition are as follows: Three chapters including Conceptual Design, Bridge Aesthetics: The
Prestressed Concrete Girder Bridges chapter is completely rewritten into two chapters: The Bridge Decks and
Approach Slabs chapter is completely rewritten into two chapters: Concrete Decks and Approach Slabs. A
new chapter, Landslide Risk Assessment and Mitigation, is added. The Geotechnical Consideration chapter is
completely rewritten and retitled as Ground Investigation. Abutments and Earth Retaining Structures. The
Strengthening and Rehabilitation chapter is completely rewritten as two chapters: The Maintenance Inspection
and Rating chapter is completely rewritten as three chapters: An international team of bridge experts from 26
countries and areas in Africa, Asia, Europe, North America, and South America, has joined forces to produce
the Handbook of International Bridge Engineering, Second Edition, the first comprehensive, and up-to-date
resource book covering the state-of-the-practice in bridge engineering around the world. Ten benchmark
highway composite girder designs, the highest bridges, the top longest bridges, and the top 20 longest bridge
spans for various bridge types are presented. More than beautiful bridge photos are provided to illustrate great
achievements of engineering professions. The bridge experts contributing to these books have written chapters
to cover the latest bridge engineering practices, as well as research and development from North America,
Europe, and Pacific Rim countries. In general, the handbook is aimed toward the needs of practicing
engineers, but materials may be re-organized to accommodate several bridge courses at the undergraduate and
graduate levels. The authors acknowledge with thanks the comments, suggestions, and recommendations
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made during the development of the second edition of the handbook by Dr. Abrahams, Parsons Brinckerhoff,
Inc. Copelan, California Department of Transportation; Prof. Frangopol, Lehigh University; Dr. Kulicki,
Modjeski and Masters; Dr. Theryo, Parsons Brinckerhoff, Inc. The areas of bridge engineering include
planning, analysis and design, construction, maintenance, and rehabilitation. To provide engineers a
well-organized, user-friendly, and easy-to-follow resource, the handbook is divided into seven sections.
Section I, Fundamentals, presents conceptual design, aesthetics, planning, design philosophies, bridge loads,
structural analysis, and modeling. Section II, Superstructure Design, reviews how to design various bridges
made of concrete, steel, steel-concrete composites, and timbers; horizontally curved, truss, arch, cable-stayed,
suspension, floating, movable, and railroad bridges; and expansion joints, deck systems, and approach slabs.
Section V, Construction and Maintenance, includes construction of steel and concrete bridges, substructures of
major overwater bridges, construction inspections, maintenance inspection and rating, strengthening, and
rehabilitation. Section VI, Special Topics, addresses in-depth treatments of some important topics and their
recent developments in bridge engineering. The handbook stresses professional applications and practical
solutions. Emphasis has been placed on ready-to-use materials, and special attention is given to rehabilitation,
retrofit, and maintenance. The handbook contains many formulas and tables that give immediate answers to
questions arising from practical works. It describes the basic concepts and assumptions, omitting the
derivations of formulas and theories, and covers both traditional and new, innovative practices. An overview
of the structure, organization, and contents of the book can be seen by examining the table of contents
presented at the beginning, while the individual table of contents preceding each chapter provides an in-depth
view of a particular subject. References at the end of each chapter can be consulted for more detailed studies.
Many internationally known authors have written the chapters from different countries covering bridge
engineering practices, research, and development in North America, Europe, and the Pacific Rim. This
handbook may provide a glimpse of a rapidly growing trend in global economy in recent years toward
international outsourcing of practice and competition in all dimensions of engineering. The book may also be
used as a survey of the practice of bridge engineering around the world. Fox, Consulting Engineer; Jackson L.
Durkee, Consulting Engineer; Michael J. Wai-Fah Chen is a research professor of civil engineering at the
University of Hawaii. In , he was elected to the U. National Academy of Engineering. A widely respected
author, Dr. Chen has authored and coauthored more than 20 engineering books and technical papers. He
currently serves on the editorial boards of more than 15 technical journals. He was a longtime member of the
executive committee of the Structural Stability Research Council and the specification committee of the
American Institute of Steel Construction. Lian Duan is a senior bridge engineer and structural steel committee
chair with the California Department of Transportation Caltrans. He earned his diploma in civil engineering in
, MS in structural engineering in from Taiyuan University of Technology, China, and PhD in structural
engineering from Purdue University in With more than 70 authored and coauthored papers, chapters, and
reports, his research focuses on the development of unified interaction equations for steel beam-columns,
flexural stiffness of reinforced concrete members, effective length factors of compression members, and
design of bridge structures. Duan has over 35 years experience in structural and bridge engineering. He is a
registered professional engineer in California. He received the prestigious Arthur M. Tokyo, Japan John M.
Kulicki Modjeski and Masters, Inc. Oakland, California Bhaskar C.
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Throughout the history of civilization bridges have been the icons of cities, regions, and countries.
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Published in five books: Fundamentals, Superstructure Design, Substructure Design, Seismic Design, and Construction
and Maintenance, this new edition provides numerous worked-out examples that give readers step-by-step design
procedures, includes contributions by leading experts from around the world in their respective areas of bridge.
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Over experts, 14 countries, and 89 chapters are represented in the second edition of the Bridge Engineering Handbook.
This extensive collection highlights bridge engineering specimens from around the world, contains detailed information
on bridge engineering, and thoroughly explains the concepts.
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Over experts, 14 countries, and 89 chapters are represented in the second edition of the Bridge Engineering Handbook.
This extensive collection highlights bridge engineering specimens from around the world, contains detailed information
on bridge engineering, and thoroughly explains the concepts and practical applications surrounding the subject.
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